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As numerous social and traditional media outlets and ads constantly remind us, our diets must be &at;clean&at;™s a vague descriptor whose fuzzy boundaries can fit a plethora of surrogate terms: organic, natural, whole, non-GMO, unprocessed, gluten free, vegan, sugar-free, fat-free, low-carb, raw, unrefined, and so on. The evidence for &at;clean eating&at;™s often contradictory or cherry-picked, but its dogma is nevertheless viscerally felt to be true, or at least compelling, banking on a series of binaries loped in its favor: cleanliness, organic/synthetic, natural/artificial, whole/incomplete, unprocessed/processed, pure/alkali, raw/cooked. The idea that what we eat can only sustain us but also cleanse, purify, repair, and even transmute our bodies into an enlightened, superior version of ourselves is very old. Hippocrates recommended diet as the first line of prevention of (and defense against) disease. Hunger, eating, ingestion, and the larger semiotic universe of consumption has been largely used to signify the relationship of the body with the universe, and of the ego with the outside world of ideas, feelings, and actions. Food is the symbolic vehicle that travels from the outside in, filling, nurturing, healing, and transforming the body as well as the spirit.

The modern-day obsession with &at;clean eating&at;™s sprouted from multiple diffuse nodes: healthism (the neoliberal tenet that we are each individually responsible for our own health), clever marketing, alternative medicine and lifestyles, a reaction to western lifestyle diseases (e.g., obesity), food scares (e.g., E. coli contaminations, Mad Cow Disease), as well as a preoccupation with the dietary purity of the populace, which often took nationalistic and racist overtones.1-4 But what happens when one gets so obsessed with clean eating as to be (ironically) consumed by it? According to recent research, one can acquire a new eating disorder: orthorexia, derived from the Greek ortho-=right, and rexia=hunger, appetite.

Orthorexia, in short, is defined as a compulsion for eating orthorexia™s that is pure, healthy food in pursuit of perfect health and control over one™s body.2 The definition of orthorexia™s healthiness varies, depending on the vagaries of alternative nutrition &at;science™s seeking to cure modern-day ailments through diet. The overall wellbeing of the orthorexic sufferer may be affected by weight loss, persistent dysphoric states, anxiety toward meal planning and social situations involving food, obsessive behaviors and illusions of control, and nutritional imbalances (stemming, ironically, from the quest for nutritional perfection).4 Orthorexia engenders feelings of control and superiority, which equate nutritional choices with moral prowess.

The concept itself was invented less than twenty years ago by a holistic doctor for the purposes of self-diagnosis. Steve Bratman coined the term orthorexia nervosa in an article for the Yoga Journal in 1997; in it, he documented his and others™ increasingly restrictive, ritualistic behaviors regarding food—raw, macrobiotic, vegan, organic, non-GMO, to name a few, which came from a sincere desire to adhere strictly to naturopathic principles in order to manage his health. Eventually, he recalls, orthorexia became such a snob that I disdained to eat any vegetable that had been plucked from the ground more than fifteen minutes. I was a total vegetarian, chewed each mouthful of food fifty times, always ate in a quiet place (which meant alone) . . . &at; (He is eventually cured through a series of eye-opening encounters with spiritual leaders, who gradually make him recognize that his habits were neither healthy nor life-affirming).5 Bratman expounded on the concept in a follow-up book, Health Food Junkies (with David Knight, 2000), which was favorably reviewed in JAMA and whose take-home message was quickly disseminated via a network of wellness websites and magazines.6 The concept was eventually taken up in the medical literature starting roughly in 2004. The first to expand on the definition were an Italian research team led by Donini et al., who also devised an instrument for diagnosing orthorexia—the ORTO-15 questionnaire.7 The instrument was flawed and has never been successfully validated, yielding wildly varying rates of orthorexia in the general population, from 6.9 % to 57.6 % in a follow-up study; however, numerous studies used it to show that a significant number of people in the general population are susceptible to orthorexia, with some populations (e.g., medical or nutrition students) more than others.8-10,11,12 No consistent gender differences have been revealed.

The concept of orthorexia jumped back and forth between popular and clinical genres and discourse communities. In its first mediatic cycle, orthorexia spread, from Bratman™s article and book, to health websites (which are heavily cited in the 2004 Donini et al. study), and on to clinical journals. In its second uptake cycle, the concept made its way from medical journals back to health magazines, websites and the health sections of newspapers, and into the vast seas of social media. Orthorexia was considered for inclusion in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual V (DSM-V), an attempt that failed due to lack of sufficient evidence.13 A big boost in the recognition and popularization of orthorexia came in 2014-2015, when Jordan Younger, a popular vegan blogger and Instagrammer, admitted she was suffering from orthorexia and gave up veganism in an attempt to get better. The backlash from her vegan followers was swift, and the media immediately seized on the story—which mixed novelty, shock value, and scandal all in one. Not only was orthorexia a novel term, but a popular (blond, thin, young, pretty, photogenic) health blogger was actually anything but healthy and, on top of that, veganism was revealed to be conducive to an eating disorder. Younger became notorious and was featured on TV and in many newspapers, magazines, and websites. Her 2015 memoir detailing her struggle with orthorexia (Breaking Vegan: One woman™s journey from veganism, extreme dieting, and orthorexia to a more balanced life) was endorsed by Bratman, orthorexia™s inventor and patient zero, who in turn cited her case in a clinical review of orthorexia he co-authored.14 The concept™s reuptake in social media was swift, and numerous confessional stories and stories about orthorexia started appearing around this time, accompanied by a sharp rise in the hashtag #orthorexia.15 Meanwhile, the clinical research on the topic has continued apace, with close to 100 hits in PubMed to date and a recent book on the topic.16

Younger, like the many similar self-confessed orthorexics documented in the media, displays an obsessive preoccupation with food, or rather the right food, stemming from her initial desire to cure her own digestive troubles; but given that there is no central authority on clean eating, her ideas of what is orthorexia™s are a pastiche of trends that she tries, tweaks, and continually refines in the story™which mixed novelty, shock value, and scandal all in one. Not only was orthorexia a novel term, but a popular (blond, thin, young, pretty, photogenic) health blogger was actually anything but healthy and, on top of that, veganism was revealed to be conducive to an eating disorder. Younger became notorious and was featured on TV and in many newspapers, magazines, and websites. Her 2015 memoir detailing her struggle with orthorexia (Breaking Vegan: One woman™s journey from veganism, extreme dieting, and orthorexia to a more balanced life) was endorsed by Bratman, orthorexia™s inventor and patient zero, who in turn cited her case in a clinical review of orthorexia he co-authored.14 The concept™s reuptake in social media was swift, and numerous confessional stories and stories about orthorexia started appearing around this time, accompanied by a sharp rise in the hashtag #orthorexia.15 Meanwhile, the clinical research on the topic has continued apace, with close to 100 hits in PubMed to date and a recent book on the topic.16
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